VINCENT GRAVIANO, Assistant Credit Manager, New York Hilton Hotel at Rockefeller Center, 135 Avenue of the Americas, advised that at the time JACK RUBY registered at this hotel, there was some question concerning the room rent. GRAVIANO stated he could not recall the exact circumstances, but remembered that while RUBY was registering, he gave him a business card from the Carousel Club in Dallas, Texas.

GRAVIANO stated he could recall nothing further concerning RUBY or as to the purpose of RUBY's trip to New York City.

GRAVIANO stated that it is the custom of the Hilton Hotel to make a notation of how the guests depart, they do so by a taxi cab. He stated that a review of his records concerning RUBY's departure reflected no card as to the going out by a taxi cab.

MELVIN RAY, Manager, Bel-Air Motel, 559 East 111th Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma, advised that TAMMI TRUE frequently stays at Bel-Air Motel and was registered at the motel during period April 14, 1963 to June 6, 1963. RAY recalled that just prior to May 20, 1963, TRUE informed him that JACK RUBY would be staying at Bel-Air Motel during the night of May 20, 1963 and requested that a room be reserved for RUBY and the charge be added to her account. An individual believed to be JACK RUBY did stay at the motel during the night of May 20, 1963. This person did not execute a registration card. No telephone was available in RUBY's room but two local calls and one long distance call were made from TRUE's room on May 29, 1963 and a possibility exists that calls could have been made by RUBY but no information was available to indicate calls were made by RUBY. Local calls were made to 423-010 and 423-5945. From information available in directories, number 43-010 is listed to J. A. POGILLY, no address given. Number 423-5945 is listed to DENNIE JONES, 2638 East California Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Long distance call is only listed in motel records as being made to operator 135, Oklahome City, Oklahoma. RAY pointed out that TRUE makes considerable number of local and long distance calls when she stays at the motel.

RAY recalled that on two occasions in the past, TRUE was accompanied by RALPH PAUL who gave his address as Dallas, Texas, and is described as a white male, age 30 to 35, 6' 160 pounds, thin build, black hair, neat appearance, occupation is musician. No further information is available in regard to PAUL.